
Course title :  AS/A2 Biology 

Introduction Biology, with its mixture of scientific method, problem solving, practical skills and 

socially relevant content, provides a useful complement to arts, humanities among mixed A 

levels. It also enables students to develop the essential skills of synoptic essay writing, an aspect 

of modern education highlighted as missing by the major universities. This makes the 

qualification highly sought after. 

Suggested entry guidance 

This course builds on knowledge, understanding and practice skills that you have developed 

during your GCSE Science course. You should have gained at least a GCSE grade 6 in Biology 

or 6-6 in Science (Combined Science), both of which provide suitable preparation for the A Level. 

Course details 

The aims of these specifications are to encourage candidates to: develop their interest in, and 

enthusiasm for Biology, including developing an interest in further study and careers in Biology; 

appreciate how society makes decisions about scientific issues and how the sciences contribute 

to the success of the economy and society; develop and demonstrate a deeper appreciation of 

the skills, knowledge and understanding of How Science Works; develop essential knowledge 

and understanding of different areas of Biology and how they relate to each other. 

Module 1        Development of Practical Skills in Biology 

Skills of planning, implementing, analysis and evaluation 

Module 2        Foundations in Biology 

Includes: 

cell structure; biological molecules; nucleotides and nucleic acids; enzymes; biological membranes; cell division, cell 

diversity and cellular organisation 

Module 3        Exchange and transport 

Includes: 

·         Exchange surfaces 

·         Transport in animals 

·         Transport in plants 

Module 4        Biodiversity, 

evolution                                  and disease 

Includes: 

·         Communicable diseases, disease 

prevention and the immune system 

·         Biodiversity 

·         Classification and evolution 

Module 

5        Communication,                                             homeostasis 

and energy 

Includes: 

·         Communication and homeostasis 

·         Excretion 

·         Neuronal communication 

·         Hormonal communication 

·         Plant and animal responses 

Module 6        Genetics, evolution 

and                                ecosystems 

Includes: 

·         Cellular control 

·         Patterns of inheritance 

·         Manipulating genomes 

·         Cloning and biotechnology 

·         Ecosystems 

·         Populations and sustainability 



·         Photosynthesis 

·         Respiration 

 

Additional learning 

A Level Biology offers you access to a huge variety of fields in both university courses and 

careers. Biology is an extraordinary, interesting all-round subject and having A-level Biology puts 

you in an extremely good position when you are applying to universities and/or jobs. 

The popular opinion from students at GCSE is that A level Biology is simply a science subject, 

with relevance only to the scientific world, however Biology as a subject covers how everything in 

the natural world functions, from plant to human life, so Biology has the utmost relevance to the 

world. 

Careers 

Students who take A Level Biology can go on to study veterinary science, medicine, optometry 

psychology, nursing, dentistry, pharmacy, physiotherapy, sports science, microbiology, forensic 

science, biophysics, genetics, neuroscience, botany, zoology, ecology and environmental 

science and, of course, Biology. 

  

 


